Handle

Single tang preserving portion of shaft.
P.L. 8.1

Oval in section W 1.8

Single decorative groove.

Some polish remaining.
Handle feet.

Single fragment preserving portion of shaft, one end edge:

Single deep groove at top. Two rows of four dotted incised circles extending down shaft.

P.H. 5.1
P.W. 3.1

Some polish remaining
Bone Handle - preserving portion of shaft
Single Fragment of a bone handle. Cross-section.
Decoration consists of a plain zone up to third of the end, then a zone of ten evenly-drawn lines incised into surface then as wide undecorated band then 2 evenly-drawn lines, then the other end in decorated with a pattern of crossed lines creating a net pattern.

PL 10,74em.
PW 2.2cm
Th. 0.5cm.

"Excavation at Hibriya (Yahaim) in the Sharon Plain" by Zviagle & Abdallah Mogari
Eretz Sephon p 91-106
(Hebrew)
ecf fig 9:16+17.

Square in section.
Seven grooves form square.

Messy uneven cross-hatching.

Narrow, slightly uneven bands.

Drawn by:

Leaf:
Bone Handle

Single fragment preserves entire handle shaft.

Long thick bone carved into a rectangular shape and hollowed out to accommodate tool haft.

Both ends are very part of the edges, but enough remains to evidence the evenly incised lines set in from the edges.

L 11.4 cm
max width & 3.0 cm
Th. @ 2.3 cm

Square in section, lightly curved outward at interior.

Measure lines: 0.5 cm from edge; 0.4 cm from other.

Single deep groove across narrow band.

2 rows of incised dotted incised circles extending down shaft on both wide sides.

Single row of seven dotted incised circles extending down right interior side.

5 or 6 on other narrow side.